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Sunday 23 August 2020

Program Guide
Sunday, 23 August 2020
6:00am

rage
(CC,PG)
Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics
and the long-forgotten.

7:00am

Weekend Breakfast
(CC)
Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated
information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah
Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson plus sport with Jared Coote.

9:00am

Insiders
(CC)
David Speers speaks with a panel of political reporters and commentators about the
week. Parliament resumes after an extended winter break due to coronavirus outbreaks.
Plus news-making interviews with key policy makers.

10:00am

Offsiders
(CC)
Kelli Underwood presents the show that gets to the centre of the big sporting issues
both on and off field. Join a panel of sportswriters and experts for a challenging and
insightful discussion about sport in the COVID era.

10:30am

The World This Week
(CC,Repeat)
Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian
perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, China, the
Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific.

11:00am

Compass: Sacred Space - Tom Keneally
(CC,Repeat)
Geraldine Doogue seeks powerful connection with prominent Australians. Prolific
author/playwright/essayist Tom Keneally reveals his close relationship with people long
dead & the place they are buried at Sydney's North Head.

11:30am

Songs Of Praise: Gospel Choir of the Year 2017 Part 2
(CC,Repeat,G)
The best amateur choirs in the country are at the prestigious, historic and magnificent
Methodist Central Hall in Westminster to raise the roof with the glorious sound of
gospel. Five choirs, one trophy.
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12:00pm

Sunday 23 August 2020

ABC News At Noon
(CC)
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the
updated news, sport, weather and information you need.

12:30pm

Landline
(CC)
Pip Courtney hosts Australia's pre-eminent regional and rural television program
covering farming, weather, food, innovation, mining, fisheries, agribusiness, commodity
prices and other issues affecting regional communities.

1:30pm

Gardening Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)
Sophie Thomson asks an expert rose pruner to share his techniques, Costa Georgiadis
creates a worm hotel from a bathtub, Josh Byrne builds an edible water feature, and
Jerry Coleby-Williams learns the A-Z of passionfruit.

2:30pm

The Human Body: Secrets of Your Life Revealed: Learn
(CC,Repeat,G)Final
Dr Chris and Dr Xand van Tulleken uncover how we develop new skills. They reveal how
memories are formed in our brains plus the unexpected link between our heartbeat and
ability to talk. (Final)

3:30pm

Robert McFarlane: The Still Point
(CC,Repeat,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following
program contains images and voices of people who have died)
Highlighting over 50 years of work from Australia's world class and pioneering
documentary photographer, Robert McFarlane.

4:00pm

Todd Sampson's Life On The Line: Buoyancy
(CC,Repeat,PG)Final
Putting his faith in the science of buoyancy, Todd Sampson ties himself to a giant cluster
of helium balloons in an attempt to defy gravity. #LifeOnTheLine (Final)

4:30pm

The Mix
(CC,Repeat)
Art in the age of Corona. With festivals, shows, venues and events cancelled due to the
Coronavirus shutdown, The Mix continues to bring you interesting conversations with
Australia's artists, performers and content makers.
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5:00pm

Sunday 23 August 2020

Hard Quiz
(CC,Repeat,PG)
Tom Gleeson hosts a contest of wits. Which topic will see its nominated expert crowned
Hard Quiz Champion: the Korean War, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Ducati Motorcycles, or the
Great Plague? The fun is contagious!

5:30pm

The Sound

*Series
Final*

(CC)Final
Celebrate Australian music as we shine a light on some of our finest musicians and
songwriters. Hosts Jane Gazzo, Zan Rowe and guests talk music news and introduce a
terrific line-up of performances from around the country.

6:30pm

Compass: Recorder Queen
(CC)Final
A journey to explore the nature of virtuosity with Australian recorder virtuoso Genevieve
Lacey. Where does it come from and how do you continue to access the divine spark
once you have seen it and know what to do with it?

7:00pm

ABC News Sunday
(CC)

7:40pm

Shetland
(CC,M,Adult Themes)
Sure that Zezi is being held on Shetland, Perez and the team ramp up the pressure on
their remaining leads. Personally, Perez finds himself in turmoil after his kiss with Alice.

8:40pm

Vera: Dirty
(CC,M,Adult Themes)
Luke Sumner's body is discovered but pathology concludes that the death occurred
several hours before he succumbed to his injuries, prompting Vera to piece together the
victim's final hours in order to investigate his murder.

10:10pm

Vanity Fair: Endings and Beginnings
(CC,Repeat,PG)Final
Becky is lost and then she is found, but will she have a happy ending? (Final)

11:00pm

The Bletchley Circle: San Francisco: Fog of War
(CC,Repeat,M,Violence)
When a Russian diplomat dies in Iris's arms, the FBI sweep in to control the story and
rule the death accidental. All four women soon find themselves embroiled in a
dangerous international firestorm.

11:45pm

Wentworth: Evidence
(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence)
Fergusons' revenge on Jodie is swift and brutal, and Bea finds herself in the psych unit.
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12:35am

Sunday 23 August 2020

Endeavour: Girl
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence)
The sudden death of a young Secretarial student and a string of Post Office robberies
threaten to mask the solution to a pair of violent murders, as DC Endeavour Morse and
DI Thursday's newly forged relationship is tested.

2:05am

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all
time to surprise and entertain you for hours.

4:10am

Vanity Fair: Endings and Beginnings
(CC,Repeat,PG)Final
Becky is lost and then she is found, but will she have a happy ending? (Final)

5:00am

Insiders
(CC,Repeat)
David Speers speaks with a panel of political reporters and commentators about the
week. Parliament resumes after an extended winter break due to coronavirus outbreaks.
Plus news-making interviews with key policy makers.
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Monday 24 August 2020

Monday, 24 August 2020
6:00am

News Breakfast
(CC)

9:00am

ABC News Mornings
(CC)

10:00am

Landline
(CC,Repeat)

11:00am

The Repair Shop
(CC,Repeat,G)

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)

1:00pm

Marcella
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)

2:00pm

Parliament Question Time
(CC)

3:10pm

ABC News Afternoons
(CC)

4:10pm

Think Tank
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:10pm

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

6:00pm

The Drum
(CC)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

7.30
(CC)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.

8:00pm

Australian Story
(CC)
A stellar season of unique stories from ABC's long-running acclaimed series. Highlights
include actor/film-maker Joel Edgerton, rugby league great Greg Inglis, and blues rock
singer-songwriter Nathan Cavaleri, to name a few.
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8:30pm

Monday 24 August 2020

Four Corners
(CC)
Four Corners is Australia's premier investigative journalism program. Since 1961, the
Four Corners team has been exposing scandals, triggering inquiries, firing debate and
confronting taboos.

9:15pm

Media Watch
(CC,PG)
Paul Barry presents the show that casts a critical eye over the media industry, watching
the watchers and commenting on all forms of media, PR and communications.

9:35pm

Q+A
(CC)
Accomplished journalist and presenter Hamish Macdonald leads a panel of guests and
members of the public in a surprising and thought-provoking discussion that will
challenge our thinking on big and complex issues.

10:40pm

ABC Late News
(CC)
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news
source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated
reporting. Plus Elysse Morgan with finance news.

11:10pm

Fight For Planet A: Our Climate Challenge
(CC,Repeat,PG)
Craig Reucassel investigates our transport emissions, which are the second major
contributor to our total carbon emissions. He explores how we can make the move from
petrol guzzlers to electric vehicles.

12:15am

Wentworth: The Long Game
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence)
While Bea is held in the psych unit, Franky is pushed to reveal her biggest secret to
Bridget.

1:00am

Parliament Question Time: Senate
(CC)
Parliament resumes after a six week winter recess with a fortnight of sittings. Coverage
of Question Time from the Senate.

2:00am

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all
time to surprise and entertain you for hours.
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4:00am

Monday 24 August 2020

Gardening Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)
Costa explores the gardens of Parliament House; Sophie visits a stunning garden in the
Coonawarra region; Tino plants autumn root vegetables; guest presenter Indira Naidoo
sees a carpark transform into a botanical paradise.

4:30am

The Drum
(CC,Repeat)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

5:30am

7.30
(CC,Repeat)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.
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Tuesday 25 August 2020

Tuesday, 25 August 2020
6:00am

News Breakfast
(CC)

9:00am

ABC News Mornings
(CC)

10:00am

Four Corners
(CC,Repeat)

11:00am

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)

1:00pm

Rosehaven
(CC,Repeat,PG)

1:30pm

Patricia Piccinini: A Dark Fairytale
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes)

2:00pm

Parliament Question Time
(CC)

3:10pm

ABC News Afternoons
(CC)

4:10pm

Think Tank
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:10pm

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

6:00pm

The Drum
(CC)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

7.30
(CC)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.

8:00pm

Anh's Brush With Fame: Sophie Delezio

*Brand
New*

(CC,PG)
As a child, Sophie Delezio survived two horrific accidents. Now an independent and
optimistic eighteen-year-old, she refuses to let disability hold her back. Anh hopes to
capture her stoicism and joy on the canvas.
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Tuesday 25 August 2020

8:30pm

Fight For Planet A: Our Climate Challenge

*Series
Final*

(CC,PG)Final
Fight for Planet A: Our Climate Challenge explores how we can all reduce our individual
and collective carbon emissions. This three-part documentary aims to empower and
motivate Australians to take action on climate change.

9:35pm

The Great Acceleration: Rise of the Machines
(CC,G)
This remarkable science-history series investigates the blistering pace of human
endeavour in space exploration, computing, energy, resources, Earth science and our
understanding of the evolution of life itself.

10:30pm

ABC Late News
(CC)
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news
source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated
reporting. Plus Elysse Morgan with finance news.

11:00pm

Q+A
(CC,Repeat)
Accomplished journalist and presenter Hamish Macdonald leads a panel of guests and
members of the public in a surprising and thought-provoking discussion that will
challenge our thinking on big and complex issues.

12:10am

Wentworth: Goldfish
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence)
Bea encourages Doreen to uncover the truth behind Ferguson's obsession with "Jianna"
and Vera confronts Ferguson over betraying her during the riot.

1:00am

Parliament Question Time: Senate
(CC)
Parliament continues after a six week winter recess with a fortnight of sittings. Coverage
of Question Time from the Senate.

2:00am

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all
time to surprise and entertain you for hours.
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4:00am

Tuesday 25 August 2020

Gardening Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)
Sophie visits an historic garden property in the Adelaide Hills, Costa and Jane help build a
garden that is accessible to everyone, Angus explores Sydney's Barangaroo reserve, and
Millie makes a cubby out of plants.

4:30am

The Drum
(CC,Repeat)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

5:30am

7.30
(CC,Repeat)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.
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Wednesday 26 August 2020

Wednesday, 26 August 2020
6:00am

News Breakfast
(CC)

9:00am

ABC News Mornings
(CC)

10:00am

Q+A
(CC,Repeat)

11:00am

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)

12:30pm

National Press Club Address
(CC)

1:40pm

Media Watch
(CC,Repeat,PG)

2:00pm

Parliament Question Time
(CC)

3:10pm

ABC News Afternoons
(CC)

4:05pm

Think Tank
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:05pm

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)

6:00pm

The Drum
(CC)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

7.30
(CC)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.

8:00pm

Hard Quiz
(CC,PG)
It's a Hard Quiz lineup for the ages: Tom Gleeson grills experts in the kakapo (it's a
flightless bird), Theseus (he's a mythical Greek), calculus (it's a field of mathematics), and
Neighbours. (It's Neighbours.)
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8:30pm

Wednesday 26 August 2020

Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL
(CC,M)
ASIO operative Thadias Boweavil and El Greco Tunis are forced to work together to
avenge the murder of Tunis’ ex-mother Sacha Milk-Green (Vivian Leigh) and apprehend
drug lord Bobby Cattermole (Carmen Electra).

9:00pm

Rosehaven

*Series
Final*

(CC,PG)Final
When a flashy competitor sets his sights on Rosehaven will the locals be enticed by the
bells and whistles over the local knowledge of McCallum Real Estate?

9:30pm

Planet America
(CC)
November's Election will come down to voters' opinion on Trump's handling of the
pandemic. In a time of uncertainty and worry, will economic and health concerns see Joe
Biden elected or four more years for President Trump?

10:05pm

QI: Quintessential
(PG)
Sandi Toksvig, Alan Davies and special guests explore things starting with the letter Q.

10:35pm

ABC Late News
(CC)
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news
source. Michael Tetlow presents the day's top stories, analysis, new details and updated
reporting. Plus Elysse Morgan with finance news.

11:05pm

Four Corners
(CC,Repeat)
Four Corners is Australia's premier investigative journalism program. Since 1961, the
Four Corners team has been exposing scandals, triggering inquiries, firing debate and
confronting taboos.

11:55pm

Media Watch
(CC,Repeat,PG)
Paul Barry presents the show that casts a critical eye over the media industry, watching
the watchers and commenting on all forms of media, PR and communications.

12:10am

Wentworth: Freak Show
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence)
Ferguson has Bridget removed from Wentworth, Fletch becomes unlikely ally for Bea
and Jess.
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1:00am

Wednesday 26 August 2020

Parliament Question Time: House Of Representatives
(CC)
The Parliamentary sitting week concludes with coverage of Question Time from the
House Of Representatives. MPs and Senators return to Canberra on Monday 10 August
for another sitting week.

2:00am

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all
time to surprise and entertain you for hours.

4:00am

Gardening Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)
Indira checks out an urban green wall garden; Costa explores the vibrant native plants of
Mt Penang; Tino uses leftover garden waste to create hot compost & John visits an
elegant garden filled with pockets of green spaces.

4:30am

The Drum
(CC,Repeat)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

5:30am

7.30
(CC,Repeat)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.
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Thursday 27 August 2020

Thursday, 27 August 2020
6:00am

News Breakfast
(CC)

9:00am

ABC News Mornings
(CC)

10:00am

Planet America
(CC,Repeat)

10:30am

Australian Story
(CC,Repeat)

11:05am

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)

1:00pm

Hard Quiz
(CC,Repeat,PG)

1:30pm

Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL
(CC,Repeat,M)

2:00pm

Parliament Question Time
(CC)

3:10pm

ABC News Afternoons
(CC)

4:05pm

Think Tank
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:05pm

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:55pm

The Drum
(CC)

6:55pm

Sammy J
(CC,PG)
Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of
the week.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

7.30
(CC)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.
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8:00pm

Thursday 27 August 2020

The Heights
(CC,PG)
Kam's guilt over Huang Fu drives him to take drastic actions. Sully discovers a secret
about Iris as things heat up between Leonie and Erika. Pav finds an unexpected hurdle to
relaunching his relationship with Claudia.

8:30pm

Escape From The City: South Coast NSW: The Mackays
(CC,G)
They might be heading to the bush, but that doesn't mean Kevin and Christine want to
downsize. The Sydney couple are keen to find a large open plan home with land to grow
native trees.

9:30pm

Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One
(CC)
In the long-running long-form interview show, Kurt Fearnley sits down with personalities
and storytellers from Australia and around the world, to talk about their work, life, and
what makes them tick.

10:00pm

Would I Lie To You?
(CC,Repeat,PG)
Celebrity guests reveal amazing stories, some of which are true. Host Rob Brydon and
lightning-quick team captains David Mitchell and Lee Mack are joined by Nikki Fox, Miles
Jupp, Nish Kumar and Joe Lycett.

10:30pm

ABC Late News
(CC)
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news
source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original
reporting. Plus Rachel Pupazzoni with business news.

11:00pm

Louis Theroux: Law & Disorder in Philadelphia
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)
Louis Theroux signs up for his most dangerous assignment - patrolling the crime-ridden
streets of Philadelphia with local law enforcement - to find out why crime and violence in
the city is so bad.

12:00am

Louis Theroux: Law And Disorder in Johannesburg
(CC,Repeat,MA,Coarse Language, Violence)
Louis Theroux travels to Johannesburg to investigate the increasing amount of crime
there. Many citizens are turning to private security companies, with brutal methods, to
help protect them and their property.
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1:05am

Thursday 27 August 2020

Parliament Question Time: House Of Representatives
(CC)
Parliament resumes for a new sitting week with coverage of Question Time from the
House Of Representatives.

2:05am

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all
time to surprise and entertain you for hours.

3:55am

Gardening Australia
(CC,Repeat,G)
Josh meets some volunteer gardeners who help the elderly; Tino makes a chilli pesticide;
Costa explores native plants that are edible; Jerry Coleby-Williams talks about how his
life revolves around plants.

4:25am

The Drum
(CC,Repeat)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

5:25am

Sammy J
(CC,Repeat,PG)
Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of
the week.

5:30am

7.30
(CC,Repeat)
Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive
investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective
on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales.
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Friday 28 August 2020

Friday, 28 August 2020
6:00am

News Breakfast
(CC)

9:00am

ABC News Mornings
(CC)

10:00am

Anh's Brush With Fame
(CC,Repeat,PG)

10:30am

Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One
(CC,Repeat)

11:00am

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)

1:00pm

The Great Acceleration
(CC,Repeat,G)

1:55pm

Fight For Planet A: Our Climate Challenge
(CC,PG)Final

3:00pm

ABC News Afternoons
(CC)

4:10pm

Think Tank
(CC,Repeat,PG)

5:10pm

Grand Designs Australia
(CC,Repeat,PG)

6:00pm

The Drum
(CC)
When we're suddenly disconnected, we need to stay in touch more than ever. To know
the facts and discuss the details, get your daily dose of The Drum with Ellen Fanning,
Julia Baird and our panel of contributors and guests.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

Gardening Australia
(CC,G)
Josh Byrne gives his tomatoes a head start, Tino Carnevale discovers some living plant
fossils, Costa Georgiadis visits a super-productive small garden, and Jane Edmanson
explores an amazing succulent garden.

8:30pm

MotherFatherSon
(CC,M,Coarse Language, Violence)
Having chosen their sides, everyone digs themselves in for the impending war. Max
conducts a root-and-branch reform of his newspapers, but how will he deal with the
threat posed by Kathryn and Caden?
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9:30pm
*Series Final*

10:20pm

Friday 28 August 2020

Marcella
(CC,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final
Eric is taken in for questioning by the police and Marcella and the team quiz him on his
confrontation with Dr Lewis, and he tells them he thought she had something to do with
Gail's disappearance due to Joel Lawrence.

ABC Late News
(CC)
End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news
source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original
reporting.

10:35pm

The Virus
(CC,Repeat)
As governments balance public safety with reopening the economy, the task of saving
lives and saving jobs becomes even harder as the COVID outbreaks impact our economy.
Jeremy Fernandez brings you the latest on the pandemic.

10:50pm

Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL
(CC,Repeat,M)
Shaun Micallef and his merry band of pranksters get up to all manner of wild satirical
hijinx. Anything can happen and probably will depending on budget restrictions, social
distancing requirements and Shaun's advancing age.

11:20pm

rage
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new
music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites
and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with.

5:00am

rage
(CC,PG)
Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new
releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten.
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Saturday 29 August 2020

Saturday, 29 August 2020
6:00am

rage
(CC,PG)
Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week,
with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions.

7:00am

Weekend Breakfast: Early
(CC)
Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn
Robinson bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather,
culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote.

8:00am

Weekend Breakfast
(CC)
Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah
Ibrahim present the latest news plus interviews and special guests, in-depth analysis,
weather, culture and sport.

10:00am

rage
(CC,PG)
Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from
classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and
special features.

11:00am

rage Guest Programmer
(CC,PG)
For over 30 years rage has been showcasing a diverse range of music videos from Aussie
and international artists. Features special guests who program their favourites and
themed specials. #WatchingRage

12:00pm

ABC News At Noon
(CC)
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the
updated news, sport, weather and information you need.

12:30pm

The Sound
(CC,Repeat)Final
Celebrate Australian music as we shine a light on some of our finest musicians and
songwriters. Hosts Jane Gazzo, Zan Rowe and guests talk music news and introduce a
terrific line-up of performances from around the country.
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1:30pm

Saturday 29 August 2020

Father Brown
(CC,Repeat,M,Violence)
Things look bad for Bunty when she is charged with the murder of Teddy Neville-Crowley
following an altercation at a 'Great Gatsby' themed party. Mrs McCarthy is
dumbfounded, and Father Brown tries to establish the facts.

2:30pm

Back In Time For Dinner: The 1990s
(CC,Repeat,PG)
It's the 90s and the Ferrone family's palate goes on a culinary tour as they experience the
changing face of Aussie cuisine with the 'new' flavours of Vietnamese foods, and the 'old'
wisdom of indigenous cooking.

3:25pm

Escape From The City: South Coast NSW: The Mackays
(CC,Repeat,G)
They might be heading to the bush, but that doesn't mean Kevin and Christine want to
downsize. The Sydney couple are keen to find a large open plan home with land to grow
native trees.

4:30pm

Landline
(CC,Repeat)
Pip Courtney and Landline reporters around the country bring you up to date with the
issues affecting rural and regional Australia. From farming, agriculture, food, economics,
innovation, climate, infrastructure and more.

5:00pm

Back Roads: Dampier Peninsula, WA
(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the
following program contains images and voices of people who have died)
Discover the cultural and culinary delights of WA's Dampier Peninsula, one of the last
'undiscovered' parts of Australia's coastline. Guest presenter Paul West meets people
who have a deep connection to this land and the sea.

5:30pm

Midsomer Murders: Last Man Out
(Repeat,PG)
Tensions run high in Lower Pampling as a new type of cricket threatens a century of
tradition. When a star cricketer dies during a tournament, DCI Barnaby and DS Winter's
investigation draws them into a dangerous game.

7:00pm

ABC News
(CC)

7:30pm

Father Brown
(CC,M,Adult Themes)
Based on the stories by GK Chesterton, Father Brown returns to solve more mysteries in
the sleepy Cotswold village of Kembleford.
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8:20pm

Saturday 29 August 2020

Last Tango In Halifax
(M,Coarse Language)
There's chaos at the bungalow as work begins to strip out the old kitchen. Alan's new
supermarket job brings an unexpected challenge in the form of Harrison, and an
overburdened Celia is called upon to travel by bus.

9:20pm

Endeavour: Fugue
(CC,Repeat,M,Violence)
As a new kind of killer haunts the Oxford twilight, for Endeavour and Thursday, its
dreaming spires give way to a waking nightmare.

10:50pm

Death In Paradise
(CC,Repeat,M,Violence)
Florence finds herself becoming emotionally involved in a case when a young literature
student is found dead at the foot of a cliff.

11:50pm

rage Guest Programmer
(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex
References, Violence)
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an allnight playlist of their all-time favourite clips.
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